CRAFTS

Pretzel Wand

You will need:
- Pretzel Rod
- Cake Frosting
- Rainbow Sprinkles
- Chubby Paintbrush
- Wax Paper

Directions:
- Lay wax paper down
- Use chubby paintbrush to spread cake icing on end of pretzel rod
- Sprinkle rainbow sprinkles on icing

Cost
- 1 bag pretzel rods - 1.33
  (30 count bag / .04 each)
- 1 can cake frosting - 1.18
- 1 tube rainbow sprinkles - 1.48
- 1 pack chubby paintbrushes - 7.39
  (12 pack / .61 each)
- 1 roll wax paper - 3.48
  (60 feet / .05 per foot)

CRAFTS

Pixy Wand

You will need:
- 14 inch Pixy Stix
- Foam Self-Adhesive Star Shape

Directions:
- Remove backing from star
- Stick star to pixy stix tab
- Place on both sides

Cost
- Pixy Stix giant candy - 26.99*
  (85 pieces / .31 each)
- Foam self-adhesive star shapes - $9.99*
  (500 pieces / .02 each)

*Purchased from Oriental Trading

CRAFTS

DIY Enchanted Castle

You will need:
- #57/9288 DIY Giant Enchanted Castle-Shaped Sticker Scenes*

Directions:
- Kids create one-of-a-kind magical wonderlands with this easy-to-use sticker set

Cost
- Includes 12 paper 9" x 15" backgrounds and 12 sticker sheets,
  371 stickers per sheet
- $9.47 makes 12 (.78 per child)

*Purchased from Oriental Trading
CRAFTS

DIY Princess Crown

You will need:
#57/2412 DIY Princess Crown Kit*

Directions:
Little girls feel like a princess while creating their royal crown

Cost
Includes expandable coil bands and approx. 400 self-adhesive shapes. $7.89 makes 12 (.65 per child)

CRAFTS

Magic Color Wand

You will need:
#48/9647 Magic Color Scratch Wands*

Directions:
Colorful designs and your unique artistry will make these wands even more magical!

Cost
Includes 12 scratching tools. Paper. 12" $7.39 makes 24 (.30 per child)

*Purchased from Oriental Trading

Glitter Mosaic Crown

You will need:
#13758310 Glitter Mosaic Crown Craft Kit*

Directions:
Little boys will feel like a King or a Prince while creating their royal crown

Cost
Includes self-adhesive foam shapes and paper crowns with an adhesive tab closure. All craft kit pieces are pre-packaged for individual use. $7.89 makes 12 (.65 per child)

*Purchased from Oriental Trading
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